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HPMA UK Awards deadline 5pm 18 February – no
deadline extension possible – time to share your success
Here’s our one-minute guide to entering:
Read through all our award categories and make sure you enter your project in the most suitable category
•

Get senior management approval, and even involvement, to help your case

•

Tell a good story and keep it simple

•

First impressions count, so make an instant impact.

•

Involve the whole team

•

Be ruthless when redrafting

•

Complete all questions on the online submission form, and keep the category you have entered and
criteria in mind as you write

•

Keep to our word count limits

•

Thoroughly check your entry form before submission, and ask a colleague to take a look too

•

Complete your submission well in advance of the deadline

Don’t forget to call us if you have a query 0300 365 5560, and remember you can enter as many projects or
nominations as you like – there is no entry fee, and all project teams and nominees making the finals are
awarded FREE tickets to the awards ceremony (a key principle of our awards programme, thanks to the
generous support of our sponsors).
The comprehensive awards infosheet, with full category criteria and submission questions can be downloaded
here or simply register on the awards portal and take a browse hpma.awardsplatform.com
Be one of these happy smiling faces this June…..

Submissions close 5pm
tuesday 18 february

Executive Director update
Nicky Ingham HPMA Executive Director
As we start 2020 I’m becoming increasingly aware of feeling like I am on duty 24/7. I see people
with mobile phones on dog walks so they don’t miss anything, hands free in the car, reminders on
watches, constantly connected! It’s important to switch off ‘noise’ and focus on yourself, practice
what you no doubt encourage in others; a little mindfulness this month.
January and February can be tough months, colleagues say I’m suffering from SAD syndrome,
however, as some of you may have spotted on Twitter, last month I received the beautiful book The
Boy, The Fox and The Horse by Charlie Mackesy as a gift from a valued colleague, which brightened
my day. It’s a book of hope for these uncertain times with so many great thoughts to absorb. Do take a look if you can, or perhaps
share with a friend or colleague you think might benefit. It doesn’t take long to read, however its sentiment is clear.
In January I met with Anthony Hassall, Regional Chief People Officer NHS England / Improvement - North West. Anthony is on
secondment from his role as Chief Accountable Officer at Salford CCG and we were able to discuss all things ‘People Plan’ and how
we as a community need to lead the delivery of this and take our rightful place on centre stage leading from the front.
I would like to make a personal thanks to Darran Armitage, departing VP HPMA South West who has supported me from the start
of my role as Exec Director. He has led the branch effectively and will be a hard act to follow.
I’d also like to personally congratulate one of our wonderful Trustees Shelly Rubinstein on her Lifetime Achievement Award from the
BPS Division of Occupational Psychology earlier last month. Shelly is a true inspiration and her achievement recognises her huge
commitment to the next generation of occupational psychologists - well done Shelly we are really proud of you and so glad you are
part of our team.
Finally Shelly’s’ award reminds me to call on each and every one of you to start your entry or
nomination for the HPMA Awards this week - time is running out with the deadline on 18
February 2020. I’m certain you know of at least one great colleague or project that deserves
national recognition. Maybe you could give someone else a nudge to enter too - tell them you think
their work is something to shout about. That act of kindness might just make their working day a
little easier too. Remember #beproudshoutloud.
Darran Armitage,
VP, South West HPMA Branch receiving a thank you award from
Victoria Downing-Burn as he steps down after nearly four years.

Case study: Growing our own HR workforce
Natalie Bradley, Vocational Learning Coordinator
Lancashire & South Cumbria NHS Foundation Trust

The Challenge
The HR department is responsible for supporting services to attract and retain the best staff and this applies to its own teams. Many
of the roles within the HR department require applicants to demonstrate experience of working in a HR setting previously or to
have achieved a formal CIPD qualification and this can be limiting when it comes to people applying for roles. It is also a challenge to
retain staff once they join the Trust.

Steps to Success

Variety of Apprenticeships

The ambition of the HR team is to have a process for identifying
applicants for internal development, attracting talented individuals
for vacant positions and creating a skill mix within the
department. Our key priorities are:

Within the HR department we have 18 apprentices currently on
programme and 3 completions within the last 12 months.
Apprentices are signed up on a mix of programmes including
Business Administration, Project Management, ILM, CIPD and
Senior Leadership. Opportunities for development are identified
as part of individuals personal development review.

•

Establishing strong foundations for a highly skilled engaged
department.

•

Promoting HR careers within the local area and creating a
talent pipeline of future applicants.

Barriers and Solutions

Creating development pathways for existing staff to
progress.

To ensure we are offering equal opportunities and getting the
correct staff on programme we introduced a 2 stage application
process. Initially the learning is identified through the PDR
process and learners are then asked to complete an application
to assess their suitability for the programme.

•

Our initial focus was to publicise the benefits of apprenticeships
Trust wide and gain the support of our senior leadership team.
The development requirements for internal staff within the HR
department are identified as part of the Trust’s Personal
Development Review process. We linked with local HE providers
to look at options available and develop programmes which met
the needs of the HR team, including on site delivery and
manageable cohort sizes.
The next stage was to look at attracting new talent for entry
level positions within the department. We ran a number of
projects including a pre-employment programme and work
experience, linking with job centre and local college providers to
source suitable applicants. The projects had key objectives to
increase employability skills and provide a valuable introduction
to the HR team. The department has offered a total of 12 work
experience placements over the past 12 month, offering a total
of 60 days experience. 2 of the candidates from the programmes
went on to successful gain full time employment with the
department.
Awards
To celebrate the success of apprenticeships within the Trust, a
new award category was introduced at our annual staff awards
ceremony. The Apprentice of the Year award is open to all
existing and new apprentices.

Identifying Learners

Apprenticeship off the job learning
Support for Managers
We found that some of the managers hadn’t had any previous
experience of managing apprentices therefore we developed an
‘apprentice managers toolkit’ which includes information on the
off the job learning, the apprentice support network, supporting
apprentice through end point assessment and useful hints and
tips.
Outcomes/Successes
•

The Apprentice support network was recognised as good
practice by the National Apprenticeship Diversity Champion
network.

•

2 of the work experience project candidates have gone on
to full time employment within the HR Department.

•

Trust achieved the Apprenticeship national Target for 19/20.

•

One of the new recruit apprentices within HR was awarded
the highly commended award for rising star at the regional
stage of the National Apprentice Awards.

•

Through the use of the Apprentice tool kit, managers are
more informed around the support that apprentices require.

Apprentice Support Group

Top Tips

The apprentice support network was launched to support the
increase of new apprentice recruits. The group supports all
apprenticeship/ work issues, support with interview/ application
form techniques and team building. The group was originally set
up to support apprentices within HR but due to its success it
was rolled out Trust wide.

•

Work closely with college providers to develop
programmes.

•

Engage with teams to take on work experience students.

•

Create a managers toolkit.

•

Create a robust application and selection process.

Staff Engagement and the Generation Game
Richard Pierce, Owner, Real People Management

According to the latest CIPD
Labour Market Survey
published in the Autumn 2019
employment opportunities are
largely positive. Despite this 43% of employers say it has become
increasingly difficult to fill vacancies particularly within the health
and public sector. As a result, some public sector employers are
raising starting salaries in order to tackle recruitment difficulties.
This does make some sense but is this a rather short-sighted
strategy and shouldn’t more be being done?
Public and health sector workers have suffered under inflationary
pay rises for the past decade. The Institute of Fiscal Studies
reported in 2019 that public sector earnings were 2.5% below
their 2010 level. Whilst targeted wage increases particularly in
the NHS and within Education are a priority; focussing solely on
renumeration will not close the current vacancies gaps within
these sectors or retain experienced talent.
Only organisations that take time to understand staff needs will
be successful. Some of you reading this may be at the start of
your employee journey, others will be further along your trip. It is
unlikely that you will all have the same needs and be motivated
by the same things. An effective engagement strategy has to
address a variety of needs and must be as diverse as your
workforce.
A recent survey by the Department of Business, Energy and
Industry Strategy who surveyed 12,000 workers over 50 found
that over 73% wanted more flexible working. 63% of this age
group also wanted training schemes to help deal with technology
whereas Generation Z were more interested in benefits
focussing on fitness and supporting mental health and anxiety.
There are over 5 generations at work today all with specific wellbeing needs, your staff engagement strategy needs to tackle
these differing needs to be truly successful. I don’t subscribe to
placing people into categories and boxes but the following health
and well-being needs are likely to impact the different
generations at work in a variety of ways. Understanding your
workforce, their needs and requirements can help you as an
employer engage with your staff, help to attract new staff and

The Five Generations

Silent Traditionalists
This generation is perceived to value tradition and conform to
social norms. Their well-being needs tend to be centred around
musculoskeletal conditions, heart conditions, poor sleep, visual/
hearing impairment and bereavement.
Baby Boomers
This generation are in the period of life where diseases and
disabilities most often develop, they may also be less active than
younger generations.
Generation X
Status hungry and hardworking, they are active but may suffer
from health issues related to age such as weight gain, chronic
disease and the menopause. Caring for children as well as elderly
parents creates emotional and financial stress.
Millennials
Millennials are concerned about flexibility and well-being at work.
Obesity, sleep deprivation and mental health issues are prevalent
in this generation and many are unsatisfied with their current
financial situation.
Generation Z
The first true digitally literate folk. Growing up in the recession
has resulted in a need for security and stability. This generation is
health aware and more likely to seek help for mental health
issues than previous generations.

retain experienced staff.
Whilst I have only focused on age here the workforce is much more diverse than age alone. Understanding its diversity is critical to
delivering a sustainable staff engagement strategy; embracing the diversity of your workforce is key to unlocking its potential. If you
require help developing your engagement strategies and HR policies please do not hesitate to get in touch at
www.realpeoplemanagement.co.uk

Brexit and the EU Settlement Scheme
Sarah Parkinson (left)
Professional Support Lawyer / Senior
Solicitor | Employment
Victoria Watson (right)
Partner | Employment
Capsticks Solicitors LLP

31 January marked the date of the UK’s exit from the EU, with
the UK now in a transition period and an expectation that
negotiations will continue over its future trading relationships
from 2021.

Apple as well as Android devices, and documents can also be
sent by post. Government figures indicate that straightforward
applications are currently being processed in around 5
working days.

Whilst Brexit will not have an immediate impact on the majority
of UK employment law, its most significant effect will be seen in
the field of immigration. During the transition period, EU
nationals and their families will continue to be able to come to
the UK to live and work as before. They will however be
required to apply for settled or pre-settled status under the EU
Settlement Scheme by June 2021, unless they have been
naturalised as British citizens or have indefinite leave to enter or
remain in the UK.

Evidencing right to work

According to the Government’s most recent statistics, as at 31
December 2019 there have been over 2.75 million applications
to the scheme since it opened in March 2019. Over 2.45 million
of these applications have been concluded, with all but 6 of these
applicants being granted settled or pre-settled status.
Eligibility
In order to qualify for settled status, EU nationals and their
families must have started living in the UK by 31 December
2020. Only those who can show 5 years’ continuous residence
will be granted settled status; those who have been in the UK for
fewer than 5 years (or cannot produce the required evidence)
will be granted pre-settled status, which will be valid for 5 years.
Once an EU national has acquired settled or pre-settled status,
they will be able to work or study in the UK, use the NHS and
access public funds such as benefits and pensions, subject to
meeting eligibility requirements. They will also be able to leave
the UK for up to 5 years in a row without losing their settled
status (2 years for pre-settled status). Close family members will
also be able to join them at any time.
Application process
There is a 3 step application process, which involves (a) proving
identity (passport or identity card, plus photograph), (b) proving
residence in the UK (may be done automatically via national
insurance number) and (c) declaring that they have no serious
criminal convictions. Applications are made via the EU Exit: ID
Document Check App, which was recently made available on

During the transition period, EU nationals will simply be required
to show their passport or identity document in order to
demonstrate their right to work in the UK. From June 2021, they
will need to show that they have obtained settled or pre-settled
status, or that they have
some other right to work in the UK, such as under the new
points based immigration scheme, in force from January 2021.
In a move that has proved controversial, there will be no
document evidencing settled status, but it must be viewed and
proved online via the Gov.uk website. Staff can obtain a code
that they can share with employers and other relevant parties to
evidence their status.
The Government is currently suggesting that employers will not
be required to carry out retrospective checks on existing staff,
but only check the immigration status of new employees.
Supporting your EU workforce
Whilst many EU nationals and their families have already made
successful applications under the scheme, there are still many
who have yet to apply. Evidence suggests that there are many EU
nationals who are simply unaware of the scheme, or believe that
it does not apply to them, whilst others are reluctant to apply.
Whilst there is little that employers can do to reassure their staff
with regard to future Government policy, they can take steps to
ensure that their EU workforce feel valued and supported, for
example by providing information and support with regard to
the settlement scheme, such as presentations or drop in sessions,
or payslip information. It is also good practice to have a
dedicated HR support to deal with questions on the scheme, or
provide assistance with applications.
Capsticks have been working with employers in supporting their
staff to get ready for these changes. If you would like to discuss
any support you might require, please contact Victoria Watson at
victoria.watson@capsticks.com.

Career Focus: Where to start

Richard Haggarty (right) is Principal Human Resources and
Organisational Development Consultant at Castlefield
Recruitment – a member of the CCS framework.
The year is underway and after much thought you have decided
that this is the year to progress your career. So, where do you
start? Who do you speak to? And…you haven’t written a CV for
years, so how long should it be? Do you need to engage with
social media?
As human resources professionals and recruiters yourselves,
many of you will have a full understanding of what goes into
making a good job application. For those of you, however, that
are a little unsure about the recruitment process from the other
side, these are some of the questions I am often asked by HR
and OD professionals at all levels.
How should I structure my CV?
You want to include as much relevant information as you can,
but it can be easy to elaborate too much. A maximum of four to
six sides for a senior level candidate is recommended.
Begin with a personal profile that is no longer than half an A4
page, followed by a brief paragraph for each assignment. This
should describe the role, and underneath focus on the key things
you have achieved or delivered in that role. A series of bullet
points is perfect with one or two lines for each key aspect of the
role. You want to include the detail without making it too long
winded as this can put the reader off. You want to make an
impact.
If you have worked across a number of areas or sectors it is
good practice to have more than one CV covering each. I have
candidates that have a project-based resume, an operational HR
resume and resumes for different sectors they have worked in.
Keep it relevant for the audience.
Try not to include images and boxes, just use a text version of
your CV, otherwise you run the risk of recruiters and clients
having difficulty viewing the document.
Should I have a professional presence on social media?
It is important to have a professional presence on social media
as this will widen your network to employers and recruiters alike.
I would strongly recommend having an up to date LinkedIn
profile with a profile picture, as LinkedIn profiles with pictures
receive more views.
As with the CV, keep your job titles simple and list your key
achievements in each role. This is your on-line CV and it is

important to keep it professional. Having access to LinkedIn and
other social media platforms (such as Twitter) will enable you to
keep up to date with your target organisations media releases.
Which recruitment agencies should I partner with?
The recruitment industry gets mixed reviews, so it is important
to ensure you are working with the best agencies.
Research agencies and carry out due diligence. If you are looking
for your next role in the NHS it is vital you ensure the agency
you work with is on the relevant recruitment frameworks, such
as the CCS RM6160 for interim recruitment, and RM6002 for
permanent recruitment. Ask the agency for testimonials and case
studies on their work and ask people within your network for
feedback on them.
If you are working in an interim role, confirm their payment
terms as some agencies only pay after the first five weeks. Ensure
that the agency pay you on an agreed timeframe, usually one
week in arrears unless you decide to be paid monthly.
Try not to work with too many agencies at any one time. Avoid
the temptation to have as many options on the table as possible,
as this can lead to duplicate CV submissions which can reflect
poorly on you. Select one or two well regarded and established
Consultants to represent you.
Once you have chosen to partner with an agency you should
meet with the consultant on site at their office. This will give you
a good understanding of the agency by seeing the environment
they work in and how their business operates. Ensure you take
your compliance documentation with you, so they have copies
on file to ensure that when they place you in a role the onboarding process is swift. It will also save you a second trip once
they have found you a role.

Ask your Recruitment Consultant to look at your CV and your LinkedIn profile. Good recruiters will give you feedback on whether
anything requires amending or adding.
One criticism I often hear is that Recruitment Consultants do not return calls, so put in place a diarised call schedule so you are
regularly briefed on how the job search is going.
How should I prepare for interviews?
Research the organisation and the industry, if you are moving within the NHS look at the board papers on the Trust website, and
search for news stories regarding the organisation.
Prior to the interview make sure you know who will be on the interview panel and carry out some research by viewing their
LinkedIn profiles, or asking people within your network.
Prepare to go into every interview with three or four key selling points, for instance specific work achievements that are relevant to
the role or project. Try to anticipate common interview questions and practice your answers. You should be well versed on how to
tackle the competency section of an interview.
Make sure you use the interview to answer all your questions and prepare a small number of relevant questions you would like to
ask the panel.
What about references?
Try and obtain written references before you leave an organisation. Always request your referees personal email address and mobile
number, otherwise it will be difficult for future employers to track them down if they move organisation. It is also good practice to
have more than one referee for each organisation if possible.
It is very competitive out there, so if you are looking for your next job it is important to fully prepare and do your research. Above all
it should be viewed as a positive experience so don’t be disheartened if the first role you apply for isn’t successful. Use the process
as experience and preparation for your next application.
Good luck!

What you should know about menopause at work
When Meg Mathews, an icon of the nineties Brit Pop scene, turned fifty and began to experience the first symptoms of the
menopause, she was shocked at the lack of support and understanding shown to women during this time in their lives and made it
her mission to break the stigma. So MegsMenopause.com was launched in 2017 as an open source of information and advice to
empower women by means of an honest and frank discussion of all things menopause.
Meg is one of the speakers at this year’s C3 Wellbeing Forum on 13 May, hosted by Mayer Brown, in Bishopsgate, London. She will be
offering tips and advice to senior managers and HR specialists on how to support staff who are managing their menopause
symptoms while carrying out demanding jobs. C3 Collaborating for Health is a charity which aims to help people lead healthier lives.
The Forum is a focused afternoon gathering of people from different sectors all with a passion for health and wellbeing. Attendees
will be there to exchange ideas and take away inspiration for putting those ideas into practice. Other speakers include Dame Sarah
Mullally, Bishop of London and Dr Christian van Stolk, RAND Europe. Workshops cover nutrition at work, musculoskeletal problems
at work, does vaping help people stop smoking? and how to recalibrate workplace wellbeing.
To find out more and to book your tickets go to: https://chamberlaindunn.co.uk/projects/c3-wellbeing-forum-2020/

How innovative Learning Management Systems can help the NHS meet its Long Term Plan
Two key themes of the interim NHS People Plan impacting HR
departments across the whole healthcare sector are:
Effective talent management
The world’s best healthcare systems have strong clinical
leadership at its heart. Successful talent management and
succession planning is underpinned by collaboration not
competition. HR recognises that some individuals want
promotion but some want to stay in their current job roles.
Having visibility to identify the motivations of staff is highly
beneficial to HR directors.
Good Staff retention rates
Today’s staff demand flexible working and career development
opportunities and new staff hires must visibly be supported from
the outset to keep them engaged and committed to the
organisation.
How can a Learning Management System help NHS
organisations achieve this?

How can an innovative LMS benefit the appraisal process?
Performance Management and learning are closely linked.
Outcomes of Performance Management usually involve some
form of employee learning, typically through a blended approach
of self, directed and/or collaborative learning.
An innovative Learning Management System will help from the
outset in performance appraisals. Using a LMS in the appraisal
process can bring many benefits, some of the most key are:
•

Improving the partnership between manager and staff.

•

Significantly saving HR administration time – a great deal of
work in the HR remit is in checking and policing the
appraisal and training process, work which can be
automated.

•

Improved transparency and reporting.

•

Appraisal and training compliance in one dashboard.

An innovative Learning Management System (LMS) demonstrate
learning interventions have a positive effect on staff performance
impacting organisational performance.

•

360° feedback provided enabling individual users to receive
feedback on their progress from a group of their peers.

What is Performance Management?

•

Provide flexible appraisal forms for different staff groups.

•

Dynamic responsiveness to questions answered.

Changing cultures and transforming workforces though
Organisational Development, engaging staff, training and retaining
staff can take time and needs continuous staff engagement. This
can all be underpinned with effective technology, to drive and
embed change, and present new opportunities to staff for
development. Technology gives staff the freedom to work to
their full potential and more efficiently.

Put simply, Performance Management is a holistic process
ensuring employee performance contributes to organisational
objectives, linking good people management including learning
and development, measurement of performance and
organisational development.

Just some of the benefits but never forgetting the technology
must be transparent with a focus on the quality of the
conversation between managers and team members.

Employee appraisals are a widely used element in performance
management, from identifying employee training needs and
spotting your rising stars. With day to day tasks taking precedent
it’s not always easy for employees to take a step back and think
about how their job is going and let HR or their manager know
they want to progress. Failing to identify and support someone
ready to move up risks them taking their skills elsewhere
Staff can realise the benefits of a robust appraisal process
through clear objectives, and transparent recognition of highperformance increasing engagement, reducing attrition rates and
recruitment costs.
We know in the healthcare sector there is a positive correlation
between effective appraisal and high-quality training influencing
care quality and patient mortality.

For more benefits on using an LMS for performance
management in the healthcare sector visit think-learning.com or
contact info@think-learning.com or call +44 (0)117 407 0237

Maximising workforce productivity
Anthony Geraets | Implementation Lead, Clinical Workforce Productivity, NHS
England and NHS Improvement
I have spent the last year on secondment to NHS England and Improvement to lead on national e-job planning and e-rostering
capital investment and development. Coming from an NHS middle management background in operations and medical workforce,
this experience has provided a great learning opportunity and I have gained some insights, which I would like to share.
Workforce deployment software is a small part of the digital transformation needed to respond to the global workforce crisis in
healthcare. The Topol report and Mark Britnell’s book ‘Human’, both published in 2019, concisely describe the areas of digital
transformation needed to respond to the 15 million worldwide shortage in healthcare workers anticipated by 2030. While this
workforce shortage represents a significant challenge, it is also a great opportunity to use technology to reimagine how we deliver
optimal patient care efficiently.
If you speak to any healthcare professional, they will identify several areas of low value tasks they undertake daily, which prevent them
from making the most of their skills and training. Their experience will likely include: phoning around for clinical information, form
filling and data re-entry, responding to bleeps, systems designed around business processes rather than user need, fixed and inflexible
work patterns, multiple system passwords and chasing incorrect and delayed pay. For too long the NHS staff and patients have
suffered under clunky IT that doesn’t work for us. Over the last year, I have gained confidence that we can take hold of this agenda.
Work underway

Other trusts

Temporary
staffing/
bank software

Stratergy being developed

Staff
Ambition
Interoperability

Patient Acuity
Software

Electronic Patient
Record

DHSC Flexible working strategy

Nation bank
infrastructure

Single point of
access for staff
National sharing of
vacant shifts

Removing need for burdensome
pre-employment checks each
time a shift is filled.
National flexible staffing portal
or NHS owned ‘aggregator’ app
for staff book shifts.
Open interfaces between bank
operators, allowing vacant shifts
to be shared across the country.

Payroll software

Finance software

E-job planning

Making it possible for
any NHS member of
staff to work in any
trust in England
Underpinned by

Passporting of preemployment checks

E-rostering

E-rostering Levels of Attainment

Electronic Staff
Record

Level 0

Fewer than 90% of employees
accounted for on e-rostering software

Level 1

All contracted hours recorded on eroster, for more than 90% of staff

Level 2

Software captures staff shift preferences
with remotely accessible application

Level 3

Teams analyse capacity and demand,
using evidence based tools

Level 4

Board level accountability, with
alignment with budgets and objectives

In 2019 my team ran a round of capital funding targeted to support NHS provider organisations and health systems to work in
partnership with industry to implement and develop rostering and job planning systems. The proven benefits of these systems include
improvements to leave requests, shift swaps, bank enrolment and roster administration. I believe these emerging partnerships will
prove fruitful and this experience has helped me to appreciate the role industry plays as a critical friend to the NHS. Many clinicians
and NHS professionals have acquired new business skills and are now working with industry to support the NHS to make the most
of its data and deliver value for money.
I have been amazed by the number of creative and talented NHS professionals and small businesses who are developing digital
products finely tuned to the needs of the NHS. They have chosen to respond to the Secretary of State’s tech vision for interoperable
and innovative solutions, based upon user need. Through their approach, I have learnt that technological innovation is only as good as
the people and patients it serves.

This is a great time for HR professionals to work with clinicians to engage this vibrant marketplace and consider new ways to
connect their work to frontline service delivery. By delivering the LTP commitment to using software to deploy the NHS workforce
by 2021, HR professionals will also be supported in many of their other objectives. Impacted areas of practice range from staff
wellbeing, flexible working, sickness management, contract and regulation compliance, through to staff pay and optimal temporary
staffing use.
During my years in operational and workforce management, I was frustrated by the limited tools available to plan and manage the
workforce. I have worked across many similar services that are staffed very differently, with no correlation to patient demand or
proactive waiting list management. I am convinced that there is huge potential to establishing an evidence base for planning a
workforce according to patient need, particularly as we expand and connect clinical datasets to form an integrated picture of patient
acuity. I believe the recent round of capital investment will help progress this vision through improving visibility of our workforce,
along with a number of other exciting initiatives.
The people who were involved in funding submissions have demonstrated that there is vast cognitive diversity across the NHS
workforce, beyond the limited view of healthcare as only a ‘caring profession’. To have a sustainable future, we need to harness the
rich array of professional and personal skills and attributes available across the NHS. In my short time working with technology
professionals, I have discovered a whole new language and mode of conceptualising a problem.
I look forward to seeing the results of the capital funding and hope that it will have an impact on some of your working lives.

Sussex Community NHS
Foundation Trust Sussex
Community procured and
implemented an e-rostering
system for its inpatient and
community teams.
Implementation included
training staff to transfer the
existing roster and reviewing
any under-utilisation.

What were the benefits?
•

Rosters could be published to staff six weeks in advance · increased quality of roster
information available to staff and managers

•

extended lead times available to temporary staffing office improving shift fill and increasing
patient safety and staff satisfaction

•

reduced potential for roster errors, saving managers’ time and decreasing payroll errors

•

enabled analyses of agency use, facilitating changes to reduce spend

•

identified areas for development of e-job planning capability for community nursing, therapy
and medics to support workforce transformation projects.

HPMA London inclusion project – seeking specialists
The HPMA London Academy, on behalf of the London HR Directors Network, is leading a programme of
work to scope the actions required to improve inclusion in the promotional and development
opportunities for BAME workforce professionals in London.
We would like to invite inclusion/equalities specialists/consultants to submit expressions of interest to
support the delivery of this programme to develop key recommendations for action to improve the
promotional and developmental opportunities for BAME workforce professionals.
Please see the attached briefing paper and return your expression of interest to diana.cliff@gstt.nhs.uk by
9am on 10 February 2020.

References in the NHS
Jog Hundle Partner for
Mills & Reeve LLP
+44 (0) 121 456 8206
jog.hundle@mills-reeve.com

As Jog Hundle explains, the provider of a reference crosses a
legal minefield, but there are a number of steps that can be taken
to manage the risks.
What can go wrong?
Particularly when the subject of the reference is less than perfect,
the provider of a reference is always in an uncomfortable
position. Too favourable, and there is a risk that it may be
misleading to the recipient; too critical, and there may be claims
from the employee, including for discrimination or victimisation.
In recent years there has a growth in employment tribunal and
county court litigation concerning references, when job offers
have been withdrawn.
There are also data protection issues that are far from
straightforward and regulatory issues that need to be addressed,
particularly with clinical staff. Last, but not least, giving references
the attention they need can eat into valuable management time.
What does best practice look like?
NHS Employers has developed an employment history and
reference check standard, which sits within its broader guidance
on all pre-employment checks. These can readily be incorporated
into an employer’s policy on giving references, which should be
made available to all staff.
The NHS Employer’s standard includes templates and best
practice guidance. The emphasis is on ensuring that references
stick to facts not opinions, and are handled centrally via HR to
ensure consistency and minimise loss of management time. There
is additional guidance on dealing with contentious areas like
disciplinary history and sickness absence, which are explored in
more detail below.
There is also one important piece of advice which all providers
of references should note: no assumptions should be made
about the applicant’s suitability for a role in a different setting.
Finally, there are issues about how to respond to and record
follow-up phone calls. Best practice would suggest that the
contents of the call are confirmed in writing. That would help
concentrate minds, as well as avoid future misunderstandings.
A reminder about the new data protection rules
Before our data protection legislation was overhauled in 2018,

the subject of a reference had no right to obtain a copy from the
provider, but was entitled to see at least a redacted version if
they made a subject access request to the recipient. This anomaly
has been removed by the 2018 Data Protection Act, so that an
exemption is available to both the provider and recipient
organisation, subject to the reference having been given in
confidence.
Essentially the same rules about fair processing remain in place,
though the rules on what used to be called sensitive personal
data (now “special category” data) have been tightened up.
Ill-health and disability
A reference may include information about the level of sickness
absence but it is for the recipient of the reference to make
appropriate enquiries directly with the applicant if it is concerned
about the number of absences, bearing in mind its duties under
the Equality Act, particularly in relation to adjustments. If
information is provided about the level of sickness absence, care
must be taken to ensure that the information is accurate and
also that the employer’s data protection obligations are being
discharged when sharing such information with a third party.
In any event, details about the medical reasons for absences
should not be disclosed by the provider of a reference without
the reference subject’s explicit consent. Providers of reference
should also be aware that an overly negative reference as far as a
disabled employee’s capabilities are concerned could amount to
discrimination arising from disability under the Equality Act.
Disciplinary proceedings
Where an employee is dismissed, NHS Employers suggests
agreeing the content of the reference before they leave, but that
is not always easy.
It is particularly difficult to know how best to address disciplinary
proceedings which have been started, but not completed, at the
time the employer leaves. The obligation of the reference
provider is to provide an accurate statement which is not
misleading. Drawing from my own experience, for example if an
employee resigns in advance of a disciplinary hearing which has
been convened to consider disciplinary allegations, the provider
of the reference can refer to this factual position, but ought not
state that the employee would have been dismissed if they had

attended the hearing. Furthermore, there is no obligation on an employer to continue with convening a hearing once an employee
has left, even if its purpose is simply to fact-find and capture lessons learned, as this can be achieved without convening a hearing.
The NHS Employer’s standard template for seeking references not only asks about disciplinary warnings on the file but also about
whether the employee is currently under investigation “for any matter”. In such circumstances, we suggest that the provider of the
reference should provide a balanced and factual account of the stage the investigation has reached, which if possible should be agreed
with the employee. As with sickness absences, the aim should be to put the prospective employer on notice, and encourage it to
explore these issues directly with the employee, rather than making its own judgment about the employee’s suitability for the new
role.
Personal references
It is important to draw a distinction between factual references given by the employer and personal references given by a member of
staff in a personal capacity, which must not be provided on Trust letterhead. We would also add that employers should restrict who is
able to provide references on behalf of the employer given the legal obligations and responsibilities which arise.
Conclusion
In our experience, the greatest risk for NHS organisations comes from references given by line managers rather than HR. That is
because they are more likely to let their own personal judgments cloud what should be an objective process, and are also likely to be
too busy to deal with reference requests accurately and promptly.
Subject to defined exceptions, we recommend that references and follow up enquiries are managed very closely and where possible
centrally by the HR function, and that those professionals who are allocated that responsibility are given adequate training about the
legal responsibilities involved.

HPMA South West 2020 Award Winners – Congratulations all
HR Leader of the Year
Winner: Liz Perry, Director of People, North Bristol NHS Trust
Collaboration award:
Winner: Working Together in Collaboration to Recruit the Next Generation of Dorset’s
Registered Nurse Degree Apprentices by Sarah Tilbury, System Apprenticeship and Clinical
Development Lead – Dorset Integrated Care System (pictured top)
Highly Commended:
•

Multilateral Working Across Organisations - University of Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trust

•

Collaboration with NHSP and Allocate to deliver an electronic locum bank booking system,
Doctors Direct - University of Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trust

Improving patient care award:
Winner: Improving patient care by increasing medical capacity - University of Plymouth Hospitals
NHS Trust
Innovation award
Winner: People Dashboard - Royal Cornwall Hospitals NHS Trust Sandra Oakley presented by
Raj Bhamber, Director at PwC (pictured middle)
People Management Team of the Year:
Winner: South West Ambulance NHS Foundation Trust Team pictured with Tracie Jolliff Director
of Inclusion at NHS Leadership Academy (pictured bottom)
Highly commended: Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
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Looking forward to a warm Belfast welcome
This year we’re delighted to be taking the national conference and awards to the vibrant city of Belfast where we can be sure
of a warm welcome. If you’re planning to make a weekend of it head over to our website to find out about all Belfast has to
offer as well as special offers and discounts for HPMA members attending the conference. www.hpma.org.uk/about-belfast/

The theme of the conference is Architects of Change, recognising and exploring the key role of HR and workforce
professionals in designing, developing and delivering the future vision for workforce in the NHS.As always the conference
will be your opportunity to connect with colleagues from across the UK, hear from inspirational speakers, share examples of
outstanding projects and be part of creative conversations.
The Early Bird rate is open until 18 March so make sure you take advantage of this by booking HERE

Speakers include:
Helen Bevan, Chief Transformation Officer,
NHS Horizons

What to expect from #HPMA2020:
Architects of Change
•

thought-provoking speakers

Mark Britnell, Global Chairman & Senior Partner, Healthcare,
Government & Infrastructure, KPMG International

Two packed days with inspiring and

•

HPMA Awards dinner, ceremony and
after-party

Julie Rogers, Deputy Chief Executive/ Director of Workforce and OD,
Health Education and Improvement Wales

•

HPMA Award-winning teams and projects

Dean Royles, HPMA President

•

Interactive stream sessions

Shirley Rogers, NHS Scotland Chief People Officer & Director of

•

New ideas and approaches

•

Unparalleled networking with HR professionals

Workforce, Leadership and Service Reform
Helen Prendergast, Chief Executive, Headstart
Rebecca Godfrey, Founder / Team & Leadership Strategist, Etheo Limited

across the UK

Tom Beaumont, Public Sector Lead, Neyber
Jenny Allen and Laura Smith, Director of Workforce, OD & System
Development Leeds Community Healthcare NHS Trust
Cheryl Samuels, Head of People Strategy, Best Place to Work People

The Early Bird rate is open until 18 March

Directorate, NHS England and NHS Improvement

– book your conference places HERE

Rachel Andrew, Head of Development and Culture

Watch this space and follow us on Twitter

The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust

@HPMA_National for more conference updates

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
HPMA West Midlands: The ups and downs
of trade union relations
Birmingham Friday 14th February 2020
HPMA South Central: Managing
Organisational Change
Salisbury NHS Foundation Trust, Thursday 19 March 2020
HPMA UK Conference Architects of Change
Belfast Thursday 4 – 5 June 2020
HPMA UK Awards Ceremony
Belfast Thursday 4 June 2020
HPMA Yorkshire & Humber Roadshow
Leeds July 2020 (tbc)
HPMA East of England Roadshow
July 2020 (tbc)

HPMA EXECUTIVE TEAM
Dean Royles HPMA President
Nicky Ingham HPMA Executive Director
David Holmes Deputy President
Janet Wilkinson Deputy President
Sarah Morley Deputy President
Jo Owens HPMA Executive Assistant
admin@hpma.org.uk

HPMA COUNCIL
David Holmes Deputy President and West Midlands Vice President
Heather Barnett North West Vice-President
Chris Carron Scottish Vice-President
Vivienne Toal Northern Ireland Vice President
Janet Lynch London Vice-President
Nick Parker Yorkshire & The Humber
Vice-President
Annesley Donald East of England Vice-President
Claire Vaughan Wales branch Vice-President
Amanda Rawlings East Midlands Vice-President
Morven Smith North East Vice-President
HPMA National events team
nationalevents@hpma.org.uk

HPMA Scotland Roadshow
Glasgow Tuesday 25 August
HPMA Wales / Cymru Roadshow
September 2020 (tbc)
HPMA North East Roadshow
Durham 1 October 2020
HPMA Northern Ireland Roadshow &
Regional Awards Ceremony
Belfast 24 – 25 September 2020 (tbc)
HPMA North West Roadshow & Regional
Awards Ceremony
Manchester 2 Dec 2020

